Call to order at 8:11 am
In attendance: Terry Lee, Mike Harper, Alsah Bundi, Judy Pflueger, mark Loveless, Dave Toler, Bruce Haney, Ken Langston, James Woodward, Josh Hamilton, Derrick Riske (late)

Introduction by Terry with brief discussion on Humboldt trainings.

- Terry- Current long terms are being sentenced—there is no maximum sentencing cap in place. Shasta County just had a release and re-offense on Friday and was killed by the home owner in a home invasion/robbery. We have a meeting with the State to review our jail and they will be giving us a summary on our compliance issues. This may help us to direct us four our jail needs study and looking at applying for grants to remodel or build a facility that will meet standards. Look at Penal Code 1201.018 and its status.
- There is concern over the lack of presence of the Public Defender in the planning of services under the CCP. How can we help to engage this partner?
- We will look at models from other counties on Pre-Trial Release and maybe we can use those to help develop our plan/program.
- We need to look at changing the ½ time rule for the EM program, it is no longer realistic.
- With new technology, we now have more advance bracelets, like the one that can monitor BAC and possible drug usage. This may be good for target offenders.
- There is concern that the reality of incarceration v. rehabilitation is not supportable at this point.
- We need to look at the CAP model that Shasta is using. Do we assess and argue risk at arraignment or do we use a CAP model for Pre-Trial Release?
- Closing—smaller group of key players to meet again after the training in Shasta County to work on Assessment Tools and to propose a plan to the larger group. Laurie Wills is the contact to register for the Training. (DA, PD, Probation, SO, and Courts)

Closing at 9:34 am